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The Politics Of Authoritarian Rule
Rule of law declined in the US more than any country in Europe or North America amid the COVID-19 pandemic, new data shows. The US even outpaced countries led by authoriatians lik ...
Rule of law declined more in the US amid the pandemic than in countries with authoritarian leaders like Poland and Hungary: study
For many Western observers, the Central Asian state of Uzbekistan has been a rare, positive example in the debate on whether authoritarian governments can change their ways. In this view, under a new ...
Can governments stop being authoritarian?
One is that authoritarian governments are far less powerful, dynamic, and effective than democratic societies. With rigid, sclerotic political ... but consensus on new rules is proving difficult.
Grand Strategy of the Authoritarian Axis: How Will the West Respond?
Should the country conclude otherwise, however, and decide to absent itself from the democratic struggle, it would disappoint its friends, aid its enemies, magnify future risks to its citizens, impede ...
America’s Opportunity to Lead the Fight Against Authoritarianism
What structural forces are propelling forward this challenge to liberalism and the rule of ... for international politics? And what – exactly – can democrats do to withstand them? Taking as its ...
The new authoritarianism as a global phenomenon: a discussion on the changing nature of world politics
A new book by David Wengrow and the late David Graeber is a brilliant rejection of the fatalistic myths of human history — and a defense of our power to shape our own world.
David Graeber Knew Ordinary People Could Remake the World
KHARTOUM (Reuters) -Huge crowds of people marched in several parts of the Sudanese capital and other cities on Thursday in demonstrations against the prospect of military rule, as the crisis in the ...
Mass protests held in Sudan against prospect of military rule
Montenegro is in the midst of a democratic transition. Unfortunately, this member of NATO and candidate for entry into the European Union (EU) faces significant hurdles in becoming a functioning ...
Montenegro’s Fragile Political Course in the Post-Authoritarian Era
The first talk of the series will be on 'Democracy, the rule of law, and the rise of populism: ‘illiberal democracy’ within Europe' with Dr Andreas Marcou, UCLan Cyprus. Far-right-wing populism in the ...
Democracy, the rule of law, and the rise of populism: ‘illiberal democracy’ within Europe
Hundreds of thousands of pro-democracy demonstrators march in Khartoum and other cities ...
Protesters take to the streets demanding full civilian rule in Sudan
Ever since Deng Xiaoping opened China to the world in the late 1970s, many in the West wanted to see the country succeed, because we thought China — despite its brutal authoritarian political ...
China’s Bullying Is Becoming a Danger to the World and Itself
Huge crowds marched in different parts of the Sudanese capital and other cities on Thursday in demonstrations to reject military rule as the crisis in the country's troubled transition from ...
Rival protesters amass in Sudan’s capital over military rule
The coronavirus pandemic has presented populist governments with a unique opportunity to implement authoritarian measures and to limit public ...
Has COVID 19 undermined the rule of law? New research examines actions in the Western Balkans
First, the immensity of the challenge confronting Chinese authorities raises the need for strong political leadership. Second, China’s legacy of weak civil society and Leninist rule limits the ...
China’s Strengthening of Communist Party Rule Is Not Just a Power Grab
Amidst the recent decision to increase the jurisdiction of the Border Security Force in West Bengal, Punjab and Assam, RAVI NAIR examines ...
Shifting the borders inland: Policing powers of the Border Security Force
A senior Ministry of Justice official will meet the regional director of the World Justice Project (WJP) and its working group to question their research and evaluation procedures to determine ...
Official to meet WJP over rule of law index
First, given the authoritarian nature of Arab political systems ... True, Hezbollah lost the election according to the rules of the Lebanese Parliamentary system. But their coalition won 55 ...
The End of Political Islam?
Can we call him a commie now, please? Not happy with solely tormenting Florida-based cruise ships and schools with bans on COVID-19 safety measures by executive order and fines, Gov. Ron DeSantis is ...
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